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INTRODUCTION
(By A. Betz)
1344
BOUNDARYLAYER*
In view of the high specialization of scientific research many papers,
basically important for further progress, are of interest only for a rela-
tively small circle of close colleagues. In normal times, such reports
nevertheless could be published in scientific ~ericdicals without diffi-
culty. The periodicals published papers from various fields and thus
offered to a relatively large circle of readers sufficiently valuable
material. Today, this procedure is faced with considerable difficulties
which can be traced back to two main rea$ons: Scientific work has devel-
oped enormously so that periodicals had to be greatly increased in number
and volume. Thus, on one hand, it takes the reader a great deal of time
to follow the literature of his special field; on the other hand, sub-
scription to periodicals represents a heavy financial &mden. In adti-
tio?i,almost all scientists,,especially in Germany, are greatly impover-
ished and can no longer carry the increasing financial load; the sale of
periodicals is thereby reduced snd the costs rise still further.
Looking for away out of this difficulty I thought it desirable to ‘“r-
elieve the periodicals, first of all, of reports which address only a
relatively small circle of interested parties and yet, to be understand-
able, have to be samewhat extensive. For such reports the considerable
cost expenditure required for issue of a good periodical does not pay;
such expenditure is in order only in case of a correspondingly large .
circulation. In order to acquaint the few specialists with such reports
and to make those reports accessible for later need, one can economically .—
recommend only a reproduction method which is relatively cheap also in
case of small circulation. On the basis of these considerations, I have
decided to print such reports which originate in the Max-Planck-Institute
for flow research and, also, a few older reports from this field, which
are no longer available by Rota printing method, and to edit them in
informal sequence as communications of the institute. Herewith, I give
to our colleagues the first issue of these communications. May it fulfill
the tasks described. .
G&tingen, March 1950.
Albert Betz
.—
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Turbulence
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SURVEY
As a rule, a division.d the turbulent boundary l~yer is admissible:
a division into a part near the wall, where %he flow is governed only by
the wall effects, and into an outer part, where the wal~ roughness and
the viscosity of the flow medium affects only_the wall shearing stress
occurring as boundary condition but does not.exert any other influence
on the flow. Both parts may be investigated-.~oa l.arge””extentindepend-
ently. Under certain presuppositions there i%sult for the outer part
“similar” solutions. The theoretical considerations give a cue how to
set up, by appropriate experiments and their evaluation;”generally valid
connections which are required for the approx3&te calculation of the
turbulent boundary layer according to the momentum and Energy theorem. ?-
1
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SYMBOLS
3
P
v
coordinates (x, z parallel to the wall; y
distance fram the wall)
density
}
of the flow medium
kinmtic viscosity
Velocities and pressures, stresses:
perpendicular
velocity components of basic flow (average values in
time) (U in x-direction, V in Y-directionj
W in z-direction)
flow velocity
components of
mean value in
in x-direction, outside of the boundary layer
the turbulent fluctuation velocities
time of the static pressure
fluctuations of the
normal stresses ‘1
shearing stresses ?
static pressure
(mean values in time)
(in section 3 f%llowing Txy is written 7XY . 7)
wall shearing stress
shearing-stress velocity
—
Cff = 2(V++/u1)2 local friction coefficient
Turbulence quantities:
E kinetic turbulence energy (per unit mass)
s energy dissipation (per unit mass)
PQx,PQyjPQz components of the ener~ diffusion (energy1flow per unit time and unit area) (in sec- mean valuesin timetion 3 following ~ iS mitten ~= Q).. ; ~= ‘s@J dissipation functiono 0
1 characteristic length of the large turbulence elements
(statement Z = Ky; tc- 0.4)
k,kq,C dimensionless factors according to eqtitions (3.16),
Thicknesses
(3.17), (3.18). (Characterizedfor the universal
boundary-layer flow in the range ~ ~ y<< 5 by the
index “O”)
of the bounda~ layer:
6 total thickness
%4 thickness of the sublayer directly affe”cted
viscosity and the wall roughness
,1=~m(l- U,U1)dy displacement thickness
52 =JW(%%)(’- ‘!wdy momentum-loss thickness
% =J&@-(9’%$ energy-loss thickness
Similar solutions:
* stream function
q = y/x dimensionless coordinate
m exponent of the
UIX
Rex = ~ Reynolds number
law prescribed at the outer
formed with the coorditite
by the
edge (eq. (5.4))
x
8
*
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Empirical boundary-layer profiles:
> form parameters
12‘Jmrs‘(HJ
c constant of the
K constant of the
u~bl
Rel = ~ Reynolds number
velocity profile near the wall (eq. (4.8))
outer velocity profile (eq. (6.8))
formed with the displacement thickness 81
& A form parameter in equation (6.12)
G= D/v++3- ~ Zn Rel
1. INTRODUCTION
For evaluation of the flow conditions about a body and in particular
for estimation of its flow dragj the behavior of the flow laYer bofiering __
on the body, which may be either laminar or turbulent, is of very high
importance. Whereas, for the laminar boundary layers, the physical re~-
tions have been clarified and the mathematical problems, too, have been
worked out sufficiently to have calculation methcds at disposal”which are
serviceable in practice, there are, for the turbulent boundary layers,
above all still problems of a physical kind to be solved.
From the basic hydrodynamic.equations, one may derive relations for
the time averages of the flow quantities in turbulent boundary layers
which are similar to those valid for lsminar boundary layers. Further-
more, a relation for the energy balance of the turbulent movement is at
disposal which was given first by L. Prsndtl (ref. 1). In spite of
: these equations, an exact calculation of the turbulmt boundary laY~rs
*
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is not possible since one has not yet succeeded in setting up formulas
for essential processes in the mechanism of the turbule-iitmovement. Thus
the question arises whether there is, under such circumstances, any sense
in a discussion of the boundary-layer equations. Actually, however, a
few statements are possible on the basis of the means at disposal, if o~e
considers the following two empirical facts which may be regarded as
absolutely certain today:
(1) The total processes are affected by-%he kin.a&~ic viscosity v
and the geometrical properties of the wall (wall roughness) only in a
very thin layer in the neighborhood .ofthe wall; in the’remaining dmain
of the boundary layer, the flow appears to be—practicafiy independent of
the viscosity and the wall roughness. If the thickness-of the layer in
which these influences are effective is called ~ and-the thickness of
the boundary layer 5, one has therefore, as a rule, \ <<6.
8
(2) Because of ~w <C 5 one may expect the conditions for wall
distances y~ 5W to be independent of the flow conditions at the outer
edge of the boundary layer (y + 5). Inside of the layer 5W there
exists, therefore, a velocity law affected solely by th~ geometrical Y
properties of the wall; the wall shearing stfiss TO represents the
essential parameter. *
With these assumptions, one may separate the influence of the kine-
matic viscosity and that of the wall properties from the other influences.
Thereby, it becomes not only possible to discuss various properties of the
turbulent boundary layers but also to determine empiric&lly, with the aid
of similarity relations, from suitable measurements, the quantities needed
for the development of approximation methods for calcul~tion of turbulent
boundary layers. Such series of measurements with all required quantities
are not available in a desirable form at present; however, it is possible
to perform them with today’s test techniques.
In the following sections only flows of an incompressible fluid are
considered which are
2.
Since following
turbulent flows, a
quantities will be
aging in time will
stationary flows.
and W in x-) Y-)
steady on the average.
ENERGY BALANCE OF
the motion to the
TUREULENT maws
last detail is not possible in
statistical treatment must be applied. The flow
expressed by arithmetical Mean valuesj and the aver-”
be simplest where one deals on the average with
The time-averaged velocity with the ~mponentw U, V,
and z-direction is called basic flow. Superimposed
—
—
—
99
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on it is the disordered turbulence motion fluctuating with time with the
components u, v, and w, which is always three-dimensional even when
the basic flow may be regarded as two-dimensional. The velocity fluctu-
ations cause fluctuations of the static pressure which will be denoted
by >, whereas the time average of the static pressure is expressed
by p.
If one sets up, for the purpose of theoretical treatment, the
Navier-Stokes equations of motion for turbulent flows and perfoti- the
time averaging, a few mean-value expressions formed frcm the fluctu-
ation velocities, which are to be regarded as new unknowns, remain in
the equations. In the search for further relations, in order to estab-
lish a mutual connection between these unknowns as well as a co-ction
with the other flow quantities, one can derive from the Navier-Stokes
differential equations further equations which partly convey very inter-
esting insight tito the turbulent flow phenomena. It is not the purpose
of this report to discuss this more closely; but an important equation
smong those mentioned above, which describes the balance of the kinetic
ener~ contained in the velocity fluctuations and for that reason is
physically the most graphic one, is utilized subsequently to a very great
extent. Since it is not yet to be found in exact fomn in litez%ture, it
will be given herein for general three-dimensional flows.
With the occurrence of shearing and tensile or compressive stresses,
kinetic
kinetic
of this
energy is withdrawn from a basic flow which partly reappears as
ener~ of the disofiered turbulence motion. Let the time average
turbulence energy, referred to the unit mass, be
~——
E=
+@+@
2
(2.1)
with the bars signifying the time averaging. Owing to the viscosity of
the fluid, kinetic energy is withdrawn continually from the-h-sic flow
as well as from the turbulence motion and is converted into heat (dissi-
pation S); moreover, because of the turbulence motion in general,-a-n
exchange of turbulence ener~ takes place between various points of the
flow space. If one deals with nonhomogeneous turbulence, which is mostly
the case, these exchange processes do not balance and an ener&-tians-
port pQ occurs which one could compare to a diffusion process. Ah
energy balance for the coordination of these single effects (as first
formulated in this mamner by L. Prandtl (ref. 1)) expresses that the sum- _
of these contributions equals the total (substantial)variation of the
turbulence energy. For a three-dimensional basic flow with the
8 NACATM1344
components U, 1!,and W this energy balance reads in the stationag
case quite generally:
Total variation of the turbulence energy
=
zs+’~($+~)+’’z(~ +~)’’y’(~+~)
&J+a&+aaw
‘x ax Y by
Energy withdrawn fran the basic flow ‘
[
aQ’
1
aQy+ aQz
-ps
-Pz ‘F K
Dissipation Energy diffusion
Therein
(2.2)
(2.3)
are the time-averaged normal stresses and
A.
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.
l
m
are the time-avenaged
expression
r
shearing stresses. For the dissipation the
1(%+?3’+(%+S’+(Z+W
is valid, and the components
have the following form
(Q .-v~+b=+z az ax
(2.4)
(2.5)
~, and Q= of the energy diffusion
)( )G+UU’+V’+W’+:az 2 1)( )~+vu’+v’+ w’+:az 2
I
(2.6)
-) (
bWZ+WU2+V2+#+~
az 2 )F
d
10
Equation (2.2), the derivation of
attained by addition of the three
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.
which would be too lengthy here, is
Navier-Stokes equations of motion
after they-have been multiplied by u, v, and w; re–spectively. By b
application of the continuity equation and several tranefozmattons one
finally obtains, after having formed the mean values, the form (2.2)
with the expressions (2.5) and (2.6).
.
After this explanation which applies quite gene&lly for turbulent
flows, we shall deal with the special problem of turbulent boundary-
layer flow.
3. EQUATI(MSOF THE ~ BmARY LAMRS
3.1. Basic equations
In the following, the x-axis is assumed to lie parallel to the wall
and y to be the vertical distance from the wall. The three-dimensional
turbulence motion with the components u, v, w is qssumed to be super-
imposed on the components U and V of the two-dimensional basic flow *.
in x- and y-direction. The boundary-layer equation-f6ra two-dimensional
flow along a plane wall resulting frmn the Navier-Stokes equations of
a
motion then reads with the simplifications introduced’by L. Prandtll “
(3.1)
%he theory developed by L. Prandtl in 1904 at first for l.aminar““”
boundary layers starts from the fact that the processes prducing the —
friction drag take place in a very thin layer on the bQdy. Accordingly,
one may assume, for simplification of the problem, that the velocity
component V normal to the wall is small compared with the component U
acting parallel to the wall; furthermore, the static &essure. p may be
assumed to be independent of the wall distance. An es~imation of the ““ ‘-
order of magnitude then indicates which terms in the equations may be
neglected. In case of turbulent boundary layers the m&an value p is
(influenced by the velocity fluctuations p =_po - p7’; p. )=p fory=O;
in the derivation with respect
pensated by the tefi -aZ/ax
may be regatied as independent
to x this slight influence is partly com-
neglected in equation (3.1) so that ap/ax
of y. *
w
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Furthermore, one uses the continuity equation for the basic flow
The continuity condition must of
sting motion u, v, w which is
p_. (3.2)
dy
course be satisfied also by the fluctu-
already taken into consideration in the
following formulas. In case of turbulent boundary-layer flows, there
applies for the shearing stress T in the ~-plane the expression
.—
(3.3)
Herein ~ is the time mean value of the product of the fluctuation
components u and v acting vertically to one another. The
expression -pm is also denoted as Reynolds stress.
We now include into our considerations as a further equation the
e energy balance of the turbulent flows given in section 2. For steady
two-dimensional boundary layers expressions (2.2), (2.5), and (2.6) are
* simplified, under the customary assumptions2 to
(PUG+ )aE v*=’?&- P*
r
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
2
.-
See also footnote 1. T is put equal to
‘w
and Q is put equal
l
to Qy. The indices may be omitted here as before in equation (3.1) and
later on, since a confusion is quite impossible.
.
12
The
the
u~
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boundary-layer equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.4) have to satisfy
following boundary conditions:
Y =0: TJ=o; V=o; ~ =7=7=0
y+~: T.J+Ul; 7+0; 7+0;. 7+0 (3.7)
is the velocity outside of the boundary layer which is assumed to be
prescribed as a function of x.
These relations are valid under the assumption of a sufficiently
smooth wall. For uneven walls the formulation is considerably more
cauplicated. In section 4 we shall revert to the treatment of rough
walls where unevennesses of a certain mean magnitude are statistically
distributed over the surface.
3.2. Manentum and Energy Theorem
If one introduces the quantities
~
Displacement-thickness 51 =
0
JwMomentum-loss thickness 52 = o
and Wall shearing stress To = T for y = O,
tions (3.1) and (3.2) the maentum equation
t - ady
one may derive
..
which has proved to be advantageous for the--approxtiated
the boundary-layer equation, and which has the same form
as for lsminar boundary layers.
.
(3.8)
(3*9)
frcm equa-
(3.10)
integration of
for turbulent
.
.
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By integration over y one may develop frcm equation (3.4) a corre-
sponding ener~ equation. The partial integration of the left side of _
equation (3.4) yields, with use of equation (3.2)
H ,Y) -&_”~dy (3.11)m u~+V&dy-0
Furthermore there applies for the basic flow the relation to be derived
from equation (3.1) (cf. the reports by K. Wie@ardt, ref. 2)
J wJ(“T~dy=p&02 1 -U2)dy17~2o (3.12)
&The diffusion term —
ay
in equation (3.4) disappears in the integration
. since the components
for y ~~m After
*
.
u, v, w tend
introduction of
nm .-r
L
and of the dissipation function
J
@
D=
o
toward zero for y = O as well as
the energy-loss thickness
one then obtains as the energy theorem
Sdy (3.14)
D J
m
+& UE dy (3.15)
o
A
CEnergy flow loss of >
A A
CDissipation) (Increase of the 1
the basic flow per turbulent energy
unit length flow per unit
length
> This equation is significant for the behavior of turbulent boundary
layers. The energy losses of the basic flow essentially are first con-
verted into kinetic turbulent energy which in turn is transfomned into
.
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heat by friction; however, the conversion of-the basic-flow energy into
turbulent energy, and the transformation of the turbulent energy into
heat need not take place at the same location and at the ssme time. This
state of affairs is expressed in equation (3.15). Verj frequently the
increase of the turbulence energy flow contributes only slightly to
equation (3.15) - thus, for ititancej in case of ordinary plate flow
without pressure gradient -however, there am also cases where this
term gains more significant influencebesides the dissipation function.
3.3. Supplementary
By qualitative
tions still lacking
Considerations Regarding Boundary-Layer Turbulence
considerations one obtains a survey of the connec- i
between the quantities E, ~, S, and Q occurring
in the energy bal~ce (eq. (3.4))-ti We shall limit-ourselvesespecially”:
to the region y> 5V where the viscosity of the flow medium may be
regarded as arbitrarily small. First of all, the terms with V in equa-
tions (3.3) and (3.6) are hereby eliminated; whereas, in equation (3.5)
the contribution V(&J/~y)2 of the basic flow to the dissipation
becomes negligibly small.
The amount E of the kinetic energy of the turbulence, which is a
quantity suitable for dimensional considerate-ens,is composed of the
contributions of a very large number of turbulence elements of many
different orders of magnitude; however, there-exist for turbulence two
characteristic lengths. One is the characteristic length 1 for the
dimensions of the large turbulence elements,”which for boundary-layer
flows is given approximately by the pertinent.distance &cm the wall.
The second is the diameter ZR of the smallest turbulence elements,
which is determined by the quotient of the kinematic viscosity and the
mean fluctuation velocity – thus, approximately by V/@. For the fol-
lowing considerations,the fact is important that the kinetic energy E
is contained chiefly in the large elements and that, therefore, the
momentum and energy exchange phenomena are essentially caused by the
large elements. If the viscosity is sufficiently small or, more accu-
rately, if the Reynolds number @l
v
of the turbulence is sufficiently
large, which is the case in the region y 2 ~, we need in our consider-
ations only to refer to the one characteristic length 2 which corre-
sponds *O the dimensions of the large elenientsto make ~he total effects
of turbulence independent of the viscosity.
The apparent shearing stress pm caused by the turbulent fluctu-
ation velocities may be traced back to a momentum transport which can be
expressed by the form used by L. Prandtl (ref. 1)
m
.
c.
(3.16)
.
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.
wherein k is a dimensionless factor. The product kfiZ represents
an apparent kinetic viscosity (cm’lsec) or, respectively, an exchange
.
quantity – concepts first introduced by J. Boussinesq and W. Schmidt.
By considerations similar to those on which .equation (3.16) is
based, one arrives for the energy transport Q caused by exchange phe-
ncunenaat the expression introduced by L. Prandtl (ref. 1)
l
Since, however, the turbulence elanents of different order of magnitude
have different energy density, an energy diffusion takes place, not only
when an ener~ gradient is present but is obviously possible also when
the turbulence at adjacent locations differs only by the linear dimensions
or by the structure (for instance, the energy
pretation the expression
a(kqZE3/2)
Q=-
ay
is justified,~ which originates by taking the
Spect-m). With this inter-
(3.17)
exchange quantity k@Z
for the energy trmsport under the differential sign. Prandtl’s form
is contained in expression (3.17) as a special case. Here again ~
L.-
is a dimensionless factor which like k in equation (3.16) is chiefly
determined by the structure of the large turbulence elements.
In contrast, the energy dissipation is caused mainly by the small
elements. If one combines again the influences dependent on the struc-
ture (that is, the spectrum) in a dimensionless factor cl, one obtains
-.
according to equation (3.3), with omission of the contribution
the relation
V(au/ay)’,
S=vc+
%!he expressions (3. 16) and (3. 17) cannot yet lay claim to full ““‘-=
general validity. A further discussion of these questions is not pos-
sible within the scope of this report and will, therefore, be the sub~ect
of another publication. For the present problem,”the expressions (3.16)
.
and (3.17) are, at any rate, suffici~t.
.
16
Herein c1 ‘s
independent.of
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determined chiefly by the small turbulence elements and is
$ (cf. ref. 3).the Reynolds number only for very small
For sufficiently large Reynolds nuinbers”,”””tiemay express the dissipation
process as a wandering of the kinetic energy (taking its course inde-
pendently of the viscosity) from larger to smaller elements whereby,
however, the energy content of the turbulence motion does not change.
The extent of transformation into heat, occurring almost exclusively in
the smallest turbulence elements, is guided by the amount of energy
supplied to them by the larger elements (cf. the reports by C. F.
v. Weizs&cker (ref. 4) andW. Heisenberg (ref. 5)). Thus for large
Reynolds numbers, one may replace in the given expression for S the
kinematic viscosity by an apparent kinematic.viscmity of the dimension
—
.
.
—
ml one then obtains the relation
s..’?
2
which is valid for y > bw. The magnitude
— (3.18)
of the factor c appearing
therein is determined mainly by the large el~ents.
—
.
The dimensionless quantities k,
‘q} and c, (appearing in equa-
tions (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18)) which depend on the structure of the ..
turbulence, will generally assume amounts differing from point to point;
.
however, for sufficiently large Reynolds numbers, they are independent
of the kinematic viscosity. Their calculation presupposes complete
theoretical mastery of the statistic behavior of the turbulence motion.
This goal, for turbulence research, however, is still far remote. For
the following investigations, k, kq> and c are therefore introduced
formally as functions of the location although without selection of
special statements. However, it will be possible to asl%uneoffhand that
they are continuous functions and do not become infinite at any point.
For the characteristic length Z in equations (3.16), (3.17), and
(3.18) for the large turbulence elements, there is, with consideration
of the regions near the wall, the expression
--
z = Ky (3.19)
of advantage where ~ is a general constant.._.In this form, the length Z
is in the region ~ S y << 5 identical with the mixing length introduced
by L. Prandtl (refi-6). For the sake of simplicity, the expression (3.19)
is used for the entire boundary layer, althou~ the dimensions of the
large turbulence elements for larger distances from the wall no longer
increase in proportion to y. The deviations between the actual dimen-
sions of the large elements and the expression (3.19) one may assume as
taken into consideration in the factors k,
‘q~ and C.
—
3A
.
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~ introduction of the relations (3. 16), (3. 17), (3. 18), and (3. 19)
into the boundary-layer equations, one may obtain a few statements
regarding the behavior of the solutions; no limitation of the general
validity seems to be connected with it.
4. THE uNmw Turbulent BOUNDARY-LAYER 15!LoW
For wall distances tiich are small ccxnparedwith the boundary-layer
thickness 5, the shearing stress does not noticeably deviate from the
value
‘o
of the wall shearing stress and the flow conditions are here
practically independent of the pressure gradient ap/ax. It has already
been mentioned in the introduction that the viscosity and the wall rough-
ness exert an immediate influence on the flow phenomena only in a layer
of the thickness 5W adjacent to the wall. If this thickness 5W is
sufficiently small, there will certainly exist wall distances y larger
than bw~ Yet so small compared tith the boundary-layer thickness 5 that
in this region a universal boundary-layer flow results for which all flow
quantities are determined by only two quantities which have physical
dimensions, namely, the shearing stress velocity
. .
‘*=F7 (4.1)
and the absolute distance y from a plane of reference which practically
coincides with the wall surface. This flow is influenced by the viscosity,
the wall properties, and the pressure gradient apiax only insofar as
they determine the magnitude of H. Aside frcnnthis influence, the flow
in this region is not affected by either the outer boundary conditions or
the wall properties and the viscosity. The velocity variation of the
basic flow is prescribed for bws y<< 5 by the known relation (ref. 6).
(4.2)
Therein ~ N 0.4 is a universal constant which is identical with the
value ~ in equation (3.19).
Not only the velocity variation is known, however, but also important
statements are possible concerning the turbulence energy snd dissipation.
Within the validity range of the universal boundary-layer flow no value
of y is in any way distinguished. The structure of turbulence (energy
spectrum, etc.) is therefore similar in all sections parallel to the wa114.
4With the exception of the smallest turbulence elements.
.18
Owing to this
the energy E
turbulence at
similarity and the equality
has a value independent of
different-wall distances of
linear dimensions.
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L
of the shearing stress
‘o = -pii7>
the wall d+stance y so that the
this region differs only in its “
The factors k, ~, c ine xpressions (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18)
become for ~ S y << 5 generally valid constapts which we shall emphssize
by the subscript “O” (% %# o). ‘i’h -==v@ ‘d ‘“y ‘here
follows from the relations (3.16) and (4.2)
*2
()
E=v—
b
(4.3)
With this value, the expression (3.17) then yields ~or the energy trans-
port Q caused-by exchange a value also independent of y
(4.4) ‘
.
which obviously corresponds to an energy flow in the direction toward the
wall. Since, furthermore, under the presuppositions named, the terms on
the left side of equation (3.4) become, in first approximation, small com-
pared with the expressions on the right side and finally (because Q = Const;)
the last term on the right side disappear~, the diss~pation is, for
y << 5, equal to the energy withdrawn from the basic flow:
S-TOW *2 &J .
Pby=v F
Hence results with expressions (3.18), (3.19), (4.2), ~d (4.3) the
relation
co = %3
(4.5)
(4.6)
which like equation (4.3) was found by L. Prandtl (ref. 1); on the basts
of measurements, the value of k. was estimated to be ~ = 0.56. P
.
.*
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The existence of the
y<<s suggests the
near the wall (0 % v
19
universal boundary-layer flow in the region
division of the boundary-layer flow into a
<< 5) and an outer part (y> 5W). The flows
—.
of both parts merge asymptotically into fhe universal boundary-layer
flow: The flows of the first part with increasing y, those of the
second with decreasing y. The advantage attained by this division is
that one is now able to investigate the flow phenm.ena in each part
separately with reduction of the influencing quantities (experimentally
or theoretically) and to combine both parts, as occasion demands, since
both have the same asymptotic variation at the point of junction.
For the part near the wall (O= y<< 5), there exists a velocity
law of the general form (ref. 6)
()u = v’f “+ (4. 7)
()wherein the function f ‘$ is dependeritnot only on ‘~ but, in
.
general, also on the wall roughness. The existing experimental results
on smooth and rough walls may be understock and represented in formulas
(ref. 7) directly up to the wall,
.
and with aid of L. Prandtl’s mixing-
length expression. Here we are interested only in the asymptotic form
for y >5W which results from relation (4.2) by integration:
Therein the constant C is a function of the wall roughness.
The outer part (y >&) has to satisfi the boundary-layer
(4.8)
equations
given in section 3.1;-using”the relations &med in section 5.3, ;ne may,
however, neglect herein the kinematic viscosity. In flow problems of
the practice, the desideratum usually is the boundary-layer flow, with
the velocity at the outer edge u~(x) and wall properties and viscosity
prescribed. For theoretical investigations, the problem may be formulated
differently: beside Ul(x), the shearing stress velocity v* is pre-
scribed as a function of x and the desideratum is the wall condition
required in order to produce this variation v*(x). Instead of the
boundary conditions indicated in section 3.1, in this problem the fol-
lowing conditions for Mm y- O at the wall (y = O) must be satisfied
for the outer part (y >5W) in order to guarantee the connection with
. expression (4.8): .
“
2
au .V*
()
v*
_ —.
Y30~ ‘y’
V=o; E=F (4.9)
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()*2 -.Since on one hand the value q which,corresponds to the local
friction coefficient c=’
may be
mation
of all
on the
(4.10)
estimated quite satisfactorily, according to existing approxi-
formulas (for instance, ref. 10), even without exact knowledge
boundary-layer details and varies only slowly With x, and since
other hand the velocity profile of the outer part in case of
.
appropriate normalization seems to be dependent on +/% only to a
comparatively slight extent, as will be shown later, -atreatment of the
boundary layer in this manner where the outer part is simply determined
with @(x) and U1(X) prescribed prqnises some prospect of success
also for the first-named problem of practice.
The presuppositions for the division into two mutually independent
,
regions are, in most cases, satisfactorily fulfilled. This is, however,
by no means self-evident and is, therefore; to be checked for the indi- .
vidual case. For this purpose, we add the followin orders of magnitude:
The thickness bw 7is for smooth walls 8W * 100 V v+; the pertinent
Reynolds number of the turbulence for y = ~w is fiZ/V * 100. For
pronounced wall roughness, ~ is determinedly the dimensions of the
roughnesses. According to the experiments of J. Nikuradse (ref. 8) on
sand-rou@ pipes, ~ is approximately equal to the grain size of the
roughness; the y-values are measured in this case frcm a plane of refer-
ence in which U, on the average, disappears.
~. EXISTENCE OF SIMILAR SOLUTIONS
7.1. Differential Equations and Boundary Conditions
It will now be shown that under certain assumptions so-called similar
solutions exist for turbulent boundary layers, too, similar to the case
of laminar boundary layers – that is, solutions for which the velocity
profile along the wall is Mstorted only affinely. We investigate the
solution of the boundary-layer equations to be expectgd, with neglect of
the viscosity, in the range y >5W. In order to satisfy the continuity
.
.
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condition, we introduce for the basic flow the stream function ~ from
which the components U and V are derived5 by the’relations
u =*Y; v=
-Vx
After substitution of this function into the equation of motion (3.1),
there follows
and the energy equation (3.4) assumes with
and (3.19) the form
- (w)y (5.1) ‘
the relations (3.17), (3.18),
Finally, one obtains for ~ according to equation (3.16)
.
It may now be shown that for velocity distributions prescribed at
the outer edge of the boundary layer of the form
(5.4)
with a and m being constant quantities, and for a prescribed constant
v*/ul there exist similar solutions correlations (5.1), (5.2), and,(5.3)6.
If the flow is unaffected by the viscosity, the geometric similarity of
the flow pattern requires that the boundary-layer thickness for similar
5
Partial derivatives with respect to x and y in this section are
expressed by subscripts x and y.
6Constant v*/Ul signifies a constant local friction coefficient.
Under what circumstances and to what extent this assumption can be
practically satisfied is shown in section 5.2.
.
.
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solutions increase linearly with X7. For this reason, we intrcxiuce
the dimensionless variable q = y/x and make the statements
E = a2x%(q)
-ii?
= a2@%(d J
(5.5)
Therein f(q), g(q), Q(q) are only functions of the variable q. In
order to satisfy the prescribed boundary condition (eq. (5.4)) in case
of large y, f(q) must for large ~ tend tisjmptotica~y toward a “~
constsmt value — that is, lim ft(~) = O must be time. Thus, there
q+~
follows from equation (5.1) for q ~ co
;Px=-- a2#m-1
.
(5.6)
which results also directly from relation (5.4) and Bernoullits equa-
tions. After substitution of equations (5.5) and (5.6) into equa-
tions (5.1) to (5.3), one obtains after division by
-a2x2&l , a2x2m ~3x3m:l9
respectively
*t - mf’2 - (m + l)(q - f)f’;s “1+’
1 (5.7)
7The same results also from the momentum theorem (eq. (3.10)).
.—
—
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In this system of ordinary differential equations, x no longer appears
explicitly so that one actually has to expect systems of solution of
equations (5.5) where the boundary-layer thickness 5 increases line-
arly with x 8.
For unequivocal determination of a solution, five boundary condi-
tions must he prescribed. In order to satisfy the three boundary condi-
tions (relations (4.9)) at the inner edge, one has to put
.
(5.8)
with q. = Q(O). Two conditions at the outer edge of the boundary layer
are added:
lim ; f’ = o; Q.() (5.9)
7+”
The first insures that the basic flow merges with the prescribed flow;
whereas, the second causes the turbulence intensity outside of the
boundary layer to die out to zero.
5.2 Properties of the Similar Solutions
Owing to the conditions at the inner edge, there appears, in addi-
tion to the parameter m occurring”in equations (5.7), as a further
freely selectable quantity the value Q. which like the local friction
coefficient cf’ is according to relation (4.10):
2
()
Cf‘ To
~o=e .—.—
‘1 2 N12
(5.10)
The solution of the system of equations (5.7) with the boundary condi-
tions (relations (5.8) and (5.9)) is, therefore, a two-parameter curve
family. The velocity profile of the outer part, most interesting in
these solutions, may be represented in the form
[5. 11)
%orinstance, thedisplacemefit thickness 51 accordingtoequa-
.
tion (3.8) is: 51 = xf(=).
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and is dependent on the two parameters m and #/Ul. Likewise, ‘there
results, of course, for the pertaining “turbulenceprofile,‘~that is
theplotting of the kinetic turbulence energy
(5.12)
over q, also a two-parameter curve family dependent on m and @/Ul.
For turbulent flows in a pipe or between parallel walls, the
velocity profile corresponding to equation (5.11), plotted over the
wall distance y divided by the pipe diameter or, respectively, the
mutual distance of the walls (so-called “center law”), is independent
of the magnitude of the friction coefficient (compare, for instance,
ref. 8). It seems appropriate to”point out this difference between
turbulent pipe smd boundary-layer flow. Furthermore, attention should
be called to the difference compared to the laminar bofidary layers
where the velocity profile is a function of only one parameter,
namely m.
—
.
.
The solution of equations (5.7), valid only for wall distances y > ~, “
must be supplemented by the wall profile (relation (4.7)) in order to
obtsln from it the complete velocity profiles. The condition for the .
continuous .lunctionof the outer Dart to relation (4.7) is obtained by
elimination-of
the asymptotic
resulting for
tions (5.8).
The constant
f
the quentity U/#~ with the aid of”rela~ion (4.8), from
form
(5.13)
mall q-values by integration
ln this manner, one obtains
of f“ accc?rdingto rela-
Ulx
2nT+C; (5.14)
c(m) @~l) in equations (5.13) and (5.14) may be deter-
mined, in case of prescribed parameters m and @/Ul, ‘from the system
of equation6 (5.7).
The solutions of the outer psrt herein discussed hairereal signifi-
u~x
cance only when the Reynolds number Rex = —
v
and the wall roughness,
the effect of which is expressed in the quantity C, ar~such that equa-
tion (5.14) is identically satisfied for all x-values.
-.
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. For extremely large
tion between C and the
. roughness (for instance,
25
Reynolds numbers, there exists a linear rela-
logarithm of the length characterizing the
of the grain size k)g, so that the right side
of equation (5.14) becomes independent of x when the grain size k iS
proportional to x – that is, when k/x = Const. For hydrodynamically
smooth walls ~d for const~t roughness where C is a constant, the
condition (eq. (5.14)) Camot be rigorously satisfied for all x-values.
This wbuld be possible only in the case m = -1 which has, however, no
physical significance because then the flow sepsrates from the wall.
However, since x in equation (5.14) appears in logarithmic form, it
will be permissible to regard, for sufficiently large x-values, the
expression on the right side of equation (5.14) as approximately hon-
Stmt from x-interval to x-titerval also for arbitrary m. Under this
assumption, one may regard the similar solutions with practically suf-
ficient accuracy as valid for the individual
walls and for walls with constant roughness.
that the value
interval also for smooth
It is, however, essential
be so small that the function (Ul - U)/v+ at the point y/x = bw/x
.
actually deviates only slightly from the asymptotic form (eq. (5.13)).
Otherwise, the method selected, joining the wall law (eq. (4.7)) to the I
solutions obtained with neglect of the viscosity effect, does not lead
to useful results.
Since the required conditions are rarely satisfied in actual cases,
the similar solutions will evoke chiefly theoretical interest. One has
here a type of solution of the boundary-layer equations which offers a
comparatively simple survey and is thus suitable for the study of theo-
retical problems. It could be shown that the solutions of the outer
boundary-layer part depend on +p~. On the problem regarding the
extent of this influence, which is one of the next-to-most-important
ones, one can, at the time, obtain information only from experiments,
as will be shown in section 6.
It is perhaps necessary to point out that the only assumption for
the derivation of these theoretical results was that the Reynolds number
of the turbulence should be sufficiently large (except in the thin sub-
layer ~) so that the viscosity maybe neglected in the boundary-layer
equations; aside from the customs,ryboundary-layer simplifications no
9
.
For sand-rough walls, there applies, for instance, according to
the experiments by J.’NiWra&e (ref. 8): C = 8.5 - $ 2:%.
.
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restricting hypotheses were introduced. The findings thus have general
validity. However, if one wants to determine the solutions of equa-
tions (5.7) numerically, one cannot forego “somehypotheses; that is)
one would have to introduce special formulations for c, k, and kq.
Thus, one would, for instance, insert constant valuei for the factors c)
k,
‘q” This we shall not do, however. Instead, we-shall attempt to
obtain a survey of the solutions by empirical method—by using the knowl-
edge attained from existing test results. .Since nowadays measuring
series exist where the wall shearing stress was dete@.ned by a special
measurement (refs. 9 and 10), a sorting of the experimental data can %e “
undertaken with greater success than was so far possible.
6. EMPIRICAL BOUNDARY-LAYER PROFI~S
6.1 Velocity profiles
Theoretically, f& the boundary layer.on the pla-tewith constant
external pressure (the constant external pressure appears as special
case m = o in the system of eqs. (5.7)), a ftily dependent on the .
local friction coefficient, thus a single-parameter family, would result.
U1-u
However, the plotting of ~ against y/b according to F. Schultz- .
Grunow (ref. 11) shows that the profiles within the considered Reynolds
number range may be represented with practically suf~icient accuracy by
a single curve. Since the boundary-layer thickness ‘8 used for the
plotting is a quantity which can hardly be exactly d~fined, the expres-
sion y@/(51Ul) instead of y/b is introduced as reference value with
use of the displacement thickness 51. Thereby the abscissa scale is
fixed so that the integral value becomes
= 1 (6.1)
as one can see from
U1 - u forvalues V*
Y@
against log —.
a~u~
a comparison with equation (3.8).- In figuxe 1, the
the flat plate without pressure gradient were plotted
—
The test points of thesmooth plate according to
—. .-
reference 11 fall almost into a single curve; nevertheless, close obser-
vation shows a small systematic influence of the value v*/ul. In con-
trast, the test points of the rough plate show according to reference 21 “
somewhat large deviations due to the greater variation of V+/ul.” This
.
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.
investigation admits the conjecture
friction coefficient is, in case of
. y-scale, of only moderate influence
that the magnitude of the local
appropriate normalization of the
on the velocity profile.
The boundary-layer profiles measured for variable course of pres-
sure at the wall may be represented in the same manner. Figure 2, in
which several profiles of the quoted measurements by H. kdwieg and
W. Till.mann(ref. 10) are represented, shows that the pressti-e-vari-
ation exerts a considerably stronger influence on the profile shape
than v*/u~.
Performance of approxtiation calculations requires by no means
knowledge of the boundary-layer profiles to the last detail; it is,
on the contrary, quite sufficient to be oriented regarding the rela-
tions between the individual parameters (displacement thickness 51,
momentum-loss thickness ~, energ-loss thickness 53, and others).
Various authors (refs. 10, 12, 13, 14, smd 15) found empirically that,
for the profiles of t~bulent boundary layers, for srbitrsry pressure
increase, these relations ‘arealmost unequivocal - that is, that the
boundary-layer profiles can be described approximatelyby only one
w
parameter. Further treatment of test material will be based on this
presupposition. The relation between the prescribed velocity distri-
bution Ul(x)
.
snd the profile parsmeter to be defined more closely is,
at first, not yet established. This relation is ascertained only by -
application of the momentum theorem (eq. (3.10)) and of the energy
theorem (eq. (3.15)) - a method which, in principle, has been known for
a long time for the calculation of laminar and turbulent boundary layers
and has been very successfully applled in approximation methods. How-
ever, one should not forget that this type of single-parameter repre-
sentation is no more than an approximation as opposed to the fact that,
according to the theory, even in the simplest case of similar solutions
a two-parameter family is to be expected. The reason for the usefulness
of this approximation lies perhaps in the fact that (as was observed in
the case of the flat plate without pressure gradient) the influence of
one of the two parameters - namely, of the local friction coefficient -
is generally probably little noticeable if the y-scale has been suitably
normalized.
The next step is bringing the desired parameters into a form which
permits separate consideration of the influence of the viscosity and of
the wall roughness. For the momentum-loss thickness 52, there applies
according to equation (3.9)
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.
which may also be written as
‘2=“F-E1’) (6.3) -
The value
(6.4)
is, under the assumptions, made practically independent of the velocity
distribution for y <~. Hkewise there results for the
thickness according to equation (3.13)
energy-loss
or
where
,3=51[-3;~l+(#Ij
,2 .Jm~lj f’ ‘(%)
also is practically independent of the profile form
.
)& 2 dy +--.—u~
fm y<%.
(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)
The profiles of the representation figures 1 and 2 have according
(6.8) l
.
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with the qusntity K of a different amount for every profile form.
Since, on the other hsnd, the velocity profiles have for small y-values
(%~Y<<~) the formofe~ression (4.8), there results bYsubst3--
tution of expression (4.8) into equation (6.8)
(6.9)
if
is the Reynolds number formed
The quantities II, k, ad
u~b~
Rel =T (6.10)
with the displacement thickness and B is
B =C+K (6.11)
K are pure form parameters which can be
inruediatelyderived from the profile form and do not depend on the form
of the wall law (eq. (4.7)) if the condition ~ << 5 is sufficiently
satisfied. For’s single-parameter profile family, there exists an
unequivocal relation between these quantities which csn be determined
empirically from existing measurements. For the following consider-
ations, we shall regard 11 as characteristic form parameter and
express the others as function of ll.
In order to obtain some sort of numerical basis for this empirical
relation and thus to get away from the scatter of the test points, also
to faci~tate the extrapolation in the region not comprehended in the
measurements, the velocity profile (y > ~) is represented by a simple
approximation expression which starts out from the wall law (eq. (4.8))
A is a freely selectable constant.
layer is defined for
fying equation for b
y.5 by the
reads
U1 [(.V*LZnk
(6.s2)
The thickness b of the boundary
condition U = Ul, so that the quali-
(6.13)
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From expressions (6.12) and (6.B), there follows for the outer p,artof
the velocity profile
.
For the displacement thickness, there
5~u~
f
hq-u
—=
6+ 0-
Furthermore, the quadrature yield:
.
(6.14)
results hence with equation (3.8)
()
1+$
d~ =— (6.15)K
—
(6.16)
.
‘2=~.J’r’vi”uJ‘(i)=6.:”?”:2;,7+i‘3(’017)
5
Thereby the relation between 11 and 12 :--is given by a parameter
.—
representation which is plotted in figure 3 fox K = 0.4 and compared10
with the quoted measurements by H. Ludwieg and=”W.Tilhann (ref. 10) and
F. Schultz-Grunow (ref. 11).
For the quantity B in equation (6.9),
l+A
B=C+~-~ln~ — (6.18)
10The relatively’large scatter of the test points for small Ii-values
is without practical significance because the term in equation (6.6)
dependent on 12 contributes only a very small percentage to 53; the
scatter is explained by the fact that the experimental 11- and I’-values r
were not obtained directly by quadrature but @re” calculated bac~~ ““
from the 51-, 52-, and b3-values determined by quadratur=s with use of
the experimentally ascertained +pl from equations (6.3) and (6.6).
.
..
.
.
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would result from expressions (6.12) end (6.13). Although the expres-
sion (6.12) renders the velocity profile on the average quite satis-
factorily, deviations do appear in details, which take effect chiefly
in the quantity K according to equation (6.8). Therefore, the B-value
is not satisfactorily repres&.rbedby
B =c+o.82~
is rure appropriate, as shown by the
sented in figure 4 for C . 5.2 and
Figures 3 and 4 maybe regarded
of the representation dependent only
the expression (6.12).
equation (6.18); the modified form
&
1+2.
-~ZnY (6.19)
comparison with measurements repre-
R = 0.4.
as a confirmation for the usefulness
on the form parameter 11 and of
6.2. Turbulence Profiles
If one considers use of the energy theorem (3.15), one needs data
one csnnot obtain from the velocity profile alone. In order to ascertain
the magnitude of the energy flow, one requires the turbulence profile
which in a dimensionless plotting corresponding to figures 1 end 2 is
represented as E/@2 over (y@)/( 81U1). /Herein E +2 tends in the
neighborhood of the wall y a ~ toward the universally valid value
given by expression (4.3) and decreases for y < ~ very rapidly to
zero. Although it is fundamentally possible to determine} with known
hot-wire arrangements, the quadratic mean values of all three fluctuation
components experimentally and hence, according to relation (2.1), E
numerically, evaluable measurements exist only for the component u
which, it is true, yields the most essential contribution to E. The
longitudinal oscillation profiles T/~v+ represented in figures 5
and 6 were measured by means of the turbulence-measuring device of -.—.—
W. Tillmann (refs. 16 and 21) developedby E. Schuh. The conjecttie
following from the universal boundary-layer flow and ~ <<5 that the
—1
VI72u @ tends toward a universal value in the same msnner as E/@2 for
Y -9 ~, is only insufficiently confirmed by these measurements. The
reason probably lies in inadequacies of measuring technique.
According to the considerations of section 5, two-parameter curve
families for E/v@ would result for the similar solutions. If, how-
ever, the influence of the one parameter @/Ul on the velocity profile
is small, which is probable according to the preceding section, one may
..—
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conclude with some certainty from consideration,of the third part of “ .
equation (5.7) that this parameter exerts only slight influence on the
—
turbulence profile as well. Figure 6 confirms the correctness of this
reasoning for the longitudinal-oscillationprofiles of.the plate flow ‘---—
. .
without pressure gradient for smoth and rough surfaces. Thus, the con-
jecture suggests itself that the quantities of interest in turbulence
profiles may, like the parameters of the velocity profiles, approxi-
mati.velybe described by an unequivocal relation to the form psra-
eter ll. This assumption is taken as the basis of the further
investigations.
As could be determined so far, the vsriation of the turbulence
energy flow mostly does not make a very significant contribution for
two-dimensional boundary-la~r flow, so that a somewhat liberal treat-
ment of this influence seems, as a rule, permissible. ~rom a few older-
measurements by H. Reichardt (ref. 17) in a rectangular channel, by
H. C. H. Townend (ref. 18) in a square pipe, and by A. Fage (ref. 19)
in a circular pipe, the order of magnitude”of the v- and w-variation
components cam be estimated. Near the wall, the v-comp”onentin particu-
lar is essentially smaller than the u-component; at larger distance from
the wall, the magnitudes of the v- and w-components approach that of the
u-component.
According to definition of the integral expression~ practically
independent of the wall law (eq. (4.7))
the turbulence-energy flow is determined to be
(6.21)
For the presupposed single-parameter condition, ~1 and ~ are only
2
functions of ll. According to the existing data, the relation
Jm UEdy= o.6551ul%*o (6.22)
seems to be usefil for the estimation independently of ll; it is, there-
fore, teken as the basis for further evaluations and calculations.
.
.
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6.3. Dissipation Function
.
For determination of the dissipation function D occurring in the
energy theorem (eq. (3.1-5))according to expression (3.14), one will
again attempt by means of the results represented in section 4 to
express separately the influence of the viscosity and of the wall rough-
ness. For this purpose, one may determine S from e uation (3.4) and
2perform the quadratwe for the part near the wall (O = y<< b) if one
puts T/p . V+ = Const. and the left side of equation (3.4) equal to
zero which is admissible for small wall distances. One then obtains
for ye< 8
With
there
U according to
results, hence,
JYo S dy’ =v+%(y) - Q(Y)
relation (k.8) snd Q according to
if the upper integration limit lies
..-
(6.23)
relation (4.4),
in the region
.
JY ( )k%o S>dy’ = @3&~na+c+K—K v ko3 (6.23a)
For the outer part of the boundary layer y> ~ , one obtains with
the relation (3.18)
J
cm VJ”
sdy’.— 1 (E/v*2)3/2 d Y,v+Y K ()Yv*/~~u~ c (Y’v*)/(blul) 51U1 (6.24)
Since, for ~w~y <<5, E/v++2. 1/~2 is valid according to expres-
sion (4.3) snd co = %3 according to relation (4.6), there results
from equation (6.;4)
wherein the value of the integral expression
(6.24a)
(6,25)
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because of cO(E/@2)3’2 = 1 is independeritof the iower integration
limit y if it lies in the range ~ ~ y<< b. From
and (6.24a), one finally obtains for D the form
JmD= 3~”Zn Rel+G(Sdy=v* ~o )
with
G ‘%=c+J~+lc—
%3
equations (6.23a)
(6.26)
(6.27)
.
We now again assume that for our single-parametervelocity and
turbulence profiles J6, and, therewith for equal wail properties, G
as well, is only a function of the parameter 11 described by expres-
sion (6.4). Since nothing is known regarding the be~avior of the func-
tion c, except for the region ~w<y<<~) J6 canhot be calculated f
from expression (6.25), even if the turbulence profile is known. Thus,.
there remains only the possibility of calculating the function D by
.—
differentiation, by means of insertion of the experimentally determinable “
quantities into the energy equation (3.15);-this method suffers, however,
from serious uncertainties. The measuring series of F. Schultz-Grunow
(ref. 11)..on the plate without pressure gra~ient could be evaluated quite
satisfactorily according to this method. The result represented in fig-
ure 7 is to be evaluated as a satisfactory confirmation of the correctness
of the relation (6.26).
If boundary-layer measurements with pressure increase are made in a
wind tunnel of rectangular croSs section, the occurring seconda~”flows
represent a disturbance, as shown by a very-careful investigation by
W. Tillmann (ref. 16). These secondary flows have the effect that the
flow is not two-dimensional (as had been assumed in the derivation of
eq. (3.15)) but at the location of the measurement usually convergent
with respect to the planes parallel to the wall. A.<Kehl (ref. 13) has
shown how to consider in the momentum theorem (eq. (3”.10))a convergence
or divergence influence. In a similar manner, the energy theorem
(eq. (3.15)) for wedge-shaped flow maybe ascertained; it is given herein
without derivation (compare fig. 8)
() lu1353 .D+d m J UE dy4&@3 + - J UEdy+ o2 dx 2X()+X Zo XQ+x (6.28) .,
.
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.
In the evaluation of the quoted measuring series by H. Ludwieg and
W. Tillmann (ref. 10), the following method was applied: The mean
.
measure of convergence - 1 , which is to express summsrily the
X0+x
secondary-flow effects in equation (6.28), was estimated with the aid
of the momentum theorem given by A. Kehl since all quantities appearing
in it, with exception of the measure of convergence, were determined
..
experimentally. This measure of convergence then was introduced iirbo
the energy theorem (eq. (6.28)) and, thus, the function D was deter-
mined. In this manner, it was pssible to eliminate at least approxi-
mately the effect of the secondsry flows. Aside from these measure-
ments, four further measuring series performed byW. Tillmann in the
.,
same wind tunnel but not published were treated in the same manner11.
The result of this evaluation, which for the ftrst time conveys an
indication for the magnitude of the dissipation function as a function
of the profile shape, is shown in figure 9. The scatter is “sometimes
quite considerable; however, on the whole, the test points are grouped
fairly satisfactorily about a mean curve. Greater accuracy was hardly
* to be expected in view of the circumstances described. For large
Ii-values, the results may be approxims,tivelyrendered by
.
.
G.= 7.5(11 - 8.2) (6.29)
In order to make a more reliable determination of the dissipation
function (which is very importsnt for the development of approximation
methods for the calculation of turbulent boundary layers), measurements
would be required for which by avoidance of secondary flows easily sur-
veyable flow conditions exist. Measurements in a rotationally symmet-
rical wind tunnel probably ensure clear conditions. These measurements
would have to include a very exact experimental determination of the
turbulence profiles, for instance, by hot-wire measurements. The reason
why turbulence measurements of boundary layers have been performed com-
paratively rarely can probably be found, amongst other reasons, in that
so far no immediate need for quantitative measurements of this kind
existed.
ll-Thema~itude of the wall shearing stress which had not been
experimentally determined in these measurements could be estimated by
means of the relations given by equations (6.16) and (6.19) and figure 4,
respectively. ...-_
‘Particularly uncertain are the end points of the indiv”idkl meas-
uring series which are denoted by “E” in figures 7 and 9 because the
.
variation of the curve to the differentiated is not exactly fixed at the
end of each measuring series. ——
.
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equation in the form (3.17) will probably stimulate
further turbulence measurements. -
1% would mea” an essential progress in-the deteriniriationof the ‘“
dissipation..functionif not only the wall shearing stress but also the
entire “shearing stress profile” could be detemined experimentally.
Attempts to measure the mean value-of the product” ~which is
according to expression (3.3) decisive for the shearing stress by means
of hot-wire probes, were made by H. Reichardt (ref. 17) and H, K.
skramstad~. Besides, H. Reichardt (ref. 20) has tried to measure
mechanically the mean value ~ with an angle probe. Further develop-
ment of methods of this type will be of great advant~e for the investi-
gation of turbulent boundary layers.
.
.
7. NUMERICAL ESTIMATIONOF THE SIMILAR SOLUTIONS I
The relations determined from the existing test &terial may serve
for developing approximation methods for calculation o_fturbulent bound-
ary layers with arbitrary pressure gradient. Here we shall use them for “
quantitatively estimating the conditions for the similar solutions treated
in section 5 with the aid of the mmnentun equation (3.10) and the energy
equation (3.15). l
In consequence of the results of section 5, according to which the
velocity distribution is prescribed in the fsmm of a p6wer law (rela-
tion (5.4)) and the boundary-layer thickness b increases linearly
with x, we mske the statements
therein a and b are quantities independent of x. If one takes
into consideration that the form parameters of the velocity profiles
HE = 8~52 and H32 = B3/b2 =e, according to presu~position, also
independent of x, there results by substitution of eqtiations(7.1) into
the momentum equation (3.10) and after division by the value”(axm)2
2
()
(m+ l)b+mbH12 = ~ (7.2)
‘National Bureau of Standards, Washin&on, D. C., U~.
.
.
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the energy theorem (eq. (3.15)), one obtains in the same manner, “
use of relation (6.22)
(’32b 0.65 ~ ) V+3D—.2 ()Hu(3m+ l). — —u~ u~ V*3 (7.3) —
For the momentum loss thickness 52, there follows from equation (7.2)
82 b w%)’
—==
x pi+l+nm~) (7.4)
Since the calculation of the boundary layer for a prescribed velocity
distribution is troublesome, we choose a nmre convenient method and
determine for prescribed values of the boundary-layer profile the perti-
nent velocity variation along x, that is, the exponent mf For this
purpose, equation (7.3) is, after elimination of b and with the aid of
relation (7.4), solved with respect to m:
H32/2 - (v++/UI)(D/# + 0.65H~)
(7.5).
3H@ - (w%)~ 12 + H~)D/v*3 + 1.95HW
This equation is evaluated by calculation of the quantity @/Ul for
assumed values of the Reynolds number Rel = ulbl/v and of the profile
parameter II with the aid of the relation (6.9) and figure 4. From
equation (6.3) then results HE = 5~b2. With equation (6.6) and fig-
ure 3, one may then proceed to calculate
~3/% and therewith
’32 = 83/62. Equation (6.26) and figure 9 make, furthermore, the deter-
mination of D/v++3 possible. With these quantities, it is finally
possible to determine from equation (7.5) the exponent m, from rela-
tion (7.4) the momentum-loss thickness 152/x referred to x, and from -.
relation (4.10) the friction coefficient cf’ = 2(v*/ul)2. In figure 10,
the results of such a calculation are compiled for three different
Reynolds numb+rs, with the conditions of smooth walls tsken as a basis
although they do not exactly satisfy the presuppositions of the similsr
solutions.
It is an interesting result
does not exist for all m-values.
ately evident from the system of
that a physically meaningful solution
—
This state of affairs is not immedi-
equations (5.7); it follows, however,
38
at once from the momentum theorem. If 52 end
one will according to equations (3.8) and (3.9),
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Cf’ =e to be positivey
because of U/U1~ 1,
.
.
always have 51 > 52; thus, HE > 1. Negative vqlues.of ~ and cf’
can occur only when reverse flow appears neti”the wall. However, in
this case, the lxmndary-layer theory loses its physical significance
since the flow separates from the wall. According to relation (7.4),
m must therefore be greater than -1/3. Figure 10 shows that the sepa-
ration is to be expected approximately in the range of “m = -..2.14
For comparison, it shouldbe mentioned that, for the corresponding
similar solutions of the laminar boundary layers, the s&paration takes
place at m = -0.091. This confirms the well-known empirical fact that
turbulent boundary layers can overcome a larger pressure increase than
laminar ones.
Another noteworthy result is the dependence of the”profile parsm-
eter HE coordinated to a certain m-value on the Reynolds number.
The smaller the Reynolds number, the larger is H12. T-tisdependence
comes about chiefly due to the fact that the wall law (eq. (4.7)) corre-
sponding to the respective Reynolds number is adapted, according to equa-
tion (6.9), to the single-parameterprofile of the outer part (y>~)
l
which is independent of Reynolds number. In this msnne~, the first-order
effect of the Reynolds number on the velocity profile is included so that
.
figure 10 actually is based on a two-parameter profile family. The
dependence of the outer profile parts on @/”Ul, theoretically proved in
section 5, may be regarded as a Reynolds numb% effect of the second
order; this effect was not accurately expressed in the calculation for
figure 10. In an investigationby A. E. von Deonhoff and N. Tetervin
(ref. 15) who calculated similar solutions with the aid of the approxi-
mation method for calculation of turbulent boundary layers indicated by
them, a universal relation was found to exist between the exponent of the
the velocity law (eq. (7.1)) and the paramete~. HE; thus no dependence
on Re existed. However, as figure 10 shows, the influpnce of the
Reynolds number, the expression of which bec~e possible_only after one
had succeeded in the experimental determination of the wall sheaiing
stress, is rather important for the relation between HW and m.
It need not be explained further that corresponding calculations
may be carried out for flows at rough walls as well. For this purpose,
one has merely to perfomn a conversion of the.values B“..and G intro-
duced in section 6 corresponding to the modif~d constant C. In
principle, however, these calculations would hot offer anything new.
14The test data at disposal is insufficient for exact ~etermination
of the m-value corresponding to separation.
.
*
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8. mmmY .
As equations of the turbulent boundary layer, this report indi-
cates the customary equation of motion, the continuity equation, and,
in adtition, a balance for the kinetic turbulence energy from which one
may derive for approximation calculations besides the known momentum
theorem also an energy theorem for turbulent boundary layers.
Under the assumption (frequently confirmed by test observations)
that the influence of the kinematic viscosity snd of the wall roughness
tskes hmnediate effect only in a very thin layer ~ at the wall, there
exists within the turbulent boundary layer a region (~ ~ y << b) in
which a universal flow prevails which is determined by the magnitude of
..—
the wall shearing stress but, for the rest, is not influenced either by
the wall conditions or the velocity distribution Ul(x) prescribed at
the outer edge. The presence of this universal boundary-layer flow
enables the division of the boundary layer into a part near the wall
(O ~y~ ~) which is affected only by the viscosity and the wall prop-
erties and into an outer part (y > ~) independent of the viscosity in
which the flow is essentially determined by the velocity distribution
prescribed at the outer edge. ‘lTheflows in these two parts show a
mutual influence only insofar as the asymptotic behavior of the-inner
flow represents a boundary condition for the outer flow.
With the aid of the indicated boundary-layer equations, it can %e
proved that, for a prescribed velocity distribution u~ =axm anda
local friction coefficient which is almost independent csf x, simil~ ““
solutions exist also for turbulent boundary layers; these solutions
depend on two parameters - the exponent m and the local friction
coefficient. The boundary-layer thickness increases linearl.ywith x. ““
With consideration of the findings obtained, the evaluation of
existing test data then melds empirically the relations between the
various quantities required for application o-fthe momentum theorem
and the energy theorem. Finally, the established relations are used to “-
perform, with the friction laws valid for smooth walls taken as a basis, ‘“
approximation calculations for the similsr solutions.
.—
Translated by Mary L. Mshler.
National Advisory Comnittee
for Aeronautics
.—
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Figure 1.- Velocityprofilesforconstantpre,ssureaccordingto measure-
ments ofF. Schultz-Grunow (reference11)on smooth wallsand of
W. Tillmann (reference21)on rough walls.
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Figure 2.- Velocityprofilesincase ofpressure increaseaccording
measurements ofH. Ludwieg and W. Tillmann (reference10).
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Figure 3.- Relationbetween theprofileparameters 11 and 12 according
torelations(6.16)and (6.17)and accordingtotests(references10 and 11).
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